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1. Introduction

In recent years, a large amount of popular writing and relatively little academic research have been done in the areas of wisdom of the crowds (Surowiecki 2004), crowdsourcing (Howe 2008), co-creation (Aitamurto 2013), and networked journalism (Beckett 2008). All of these have a common idea: the web has lowered the barrier for cooperation in tasks that would previously been executed by professionals. The most famous example of this must be Wikipedia, the co-created encyclopedia (Lih 2009). In journalism, the last ten years have seen a wide-ranging discussion about the meaning of the people formerly known as the audience (Rosen 2006) who are now producing their own information and disseminating it over the web within blogs, social media, and other websites. As anyone can now be a publisher (Shirky 2008), journalists are facing an existential crisis: what is it that professional journalists can do that others cannot? (Vehkoo 2011).

Whilst social media is setting new demands for journalists in terms of verification and digital fact-checking, it is at the same time helping create a new golden era for watchdog journalism. The growing importance of open, machine-readable data, and thus also data journalism, has also increased the perceived value of online investigations. Networks are critically important for journalists.

> In a world of ever-increasing media manipulation by government and business, it is even more important for investigative journalists to use technology and connectivity to reveal hidden truths. Networked journalists are open, interactive and share the process. Instead of gatekeepers they are facilitators: the public become co-producers. Networked journalists ‘are “medium agnostic” and “story-centric”. The process is faster and the information sticks around longer. (Beckett 2008: 147)

As Paul Bradshaw puts it in his blog:

> Networks have always been important to journalists, but in a networked age they are more important than ever. The days of starting your contacts book with names and numbers from formal organisations listed in the local phonebook are gone. Now those are instantly available online – but more importantly, there are informal groups and expert individuals accessible too. And they’re publishing for each other. (Bradshaw 2012)

This report focuses on the usefulness of crowdsourcing in journalism, and to narrow the scope even further, in investigative journalism. News organisations have unforeseen access to their readers and others on the web, but do they have sufficient know-how to use this potential in news gathering? Some news outlets have started early and have gained more experience in the field. The next chapter goes through a few examples from these frontrunners.

I will present three case studies where journalists have introduced crowdsourcing into news reporting in innovative ways. The first case, on the Guardian reporter Paul Lewis and his work uncovering the events that led to the death of newspaper vendor Ian Tomlinson, is based on a chapter in my book ‘Stop the Press! Tales from the Era of New Journalism’ (published in Finland by Teos under the title Painokoneet seis! Kertomuksia uuden journalismin ajasta, in September 2011).
The second case comes from Tuomo Pietiläinen, an investigative business journalist at *Helsingin Sanomat*, and a visiting professor at the University of Tampere in 2012–13, an annual post funded by the Helsingin Sanomat Foundation. He asked for stockbrokers’ personal trade information and, with help from data journalist Esa Mäkinen, put it all up online for readers to search.

In 2011, crowdsourcing was such a new concept in Finland that journalists were still debating on which of the proposed Finnish translations (‘joukkoistaminen’, ‘joukkouttaminen’, ‘taloistaminen’) of the term to use. Pietiläinen thinks back to the newspaper’s bosses talking excitedly about the Guardian’s MPs’ expenses experiment in 2009. His stock trade project was essentially the first proper crowdsourcing experiment in a major Finnish newspaper.

These two cases are examples of a staff writer in traditional media using new technologies and audience participation in untraditional ways. The third case, Help Me Investigate, was launched by a professional journalist but powered by active citizens.

A number of issues arise in each of these three cases. All of them pose a question about the role of the professional journalist in the investigation, namely that of the trusted professional who is dedicated to finding out the truth and telling the story to others. At the heart of all crowdsourced investigations is the journalistic process of verification. This report looks at these three cases and tries to find out what makes crowdsourced investigations successful. How is this method different from seeking out sources in traditional ways and what are the implications of those differences? What unique or new issues does it pose? Under what conditions is crowdsourcing most useful, and are there particular types of journalism that it supports more than others? How does it change the work of reporters and does it put them under new kinds of pressures?
2. What Crowdsourcing is and How it has been Used in Journalism

Terms and Definitions
Jeff Howe, who coined the term in Wired magazine, defines crowdsourcing as ‘the act of taking a job traditionally performed by employees and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large group of people in the form of an open call’ (Howe 2006). Howe sees it as applying open-source principles to fields outside of software, whereas Brabham (2008) points out that very often companies will in the end own the results of crowdsourcing and use them to their own financial gain (as opposed to open-source principles, where the code is free for everyone to use).

Since its inception the term has been widely used to describe the use of crowds in various fields of industry and society: from designing t-shirts (Threadless) to royalty-free stock photography (iStockphoto) to crisis mapping (Ushahidi) to writing a new constitution (Iceland). A very recent example is Hatebase by the Sentinel Project, which is a crowdsourced database that aims to recognise possible early signs of genocide.¹ In journalism, crowdsourcing is often confused with public journalism, a concept that dates back to 1993 (Rosen 1999) or it may be misunderstood as simply inviting reader comments and images as an addition to news. Instead, crowdsourcing is powered by web technology and its ability to connect people in new, interactive ways.

In crowdsourced journalism someone initiates a task and invites readers to ‘conduct deliberately defined tasks online’ (Aitamurto 2013). This chapter cites many examples of this action. In journalism, the point of crowdsourcing is to harness collective intelligence instead of merely collecting user-generated content or making use of citizen journalism.

However, most examples of crowdsourced journalism show little interaction between the journalist and the crowd. It is often a restricted form of open journalism, where the journalistic process is only partly open to the participants and it closes again after they have submitted the requested information (Aitamurto 2013). As an exception, this report presents one example of a journalistic crowdsourcing project in which most parts of the investigation are open to all participants – the Help Me Investigate platform.

As this report is not concerned with the uses of crowdsourcing in any other fields than investigative journalism, a definition of that elusive term is also needed. Many journalists would say all journalism is investigative, or rather, that all journalism should be investigative.

There is no single widely agreed-upon definition of investigative journalism, but most would acknowledge that significant research work is a part of it. Another ingredient is that very often it deals with subjects that someone does not want to be made public. This someone is often in a place of power (De Burgh 2008). Investigative journalism involves interrogation of evidence and often deals with concealed information. Another feature of investigative reporting is that it is not tied to the news agenda of daily journalism. It can look for stories in the past rather than in today’s news, and delve deeper into issues that need further research.

¹ www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2013-04/5/hatebase.
Crowdsourcing has the potential to offer journalists more insight and information as they can ask for help directly from people who are in a position to know about the topic. In breaking-news situations, crowdsourcing can be used to find out what is happening at the scene directly from eye witnesses. This is essentially what Paul Lewis of the Guardian did (see Chapter 3) in his demonstration reporting. Later on, he developed the method into investigative reporting by digging deeper into the events with the help of eye witnesses.

Initially, in Howe’s definition of crowdsourcing, the crowd is not determined by the task initiator. In journalistic applications of the method, the crowd can, however, be a loosely defined group – such as eye witnesses or, in Chapter 4 below, people who know how to read stockbroker trading documents. In fact, as Brabham (2012) argues, crowds very often do not consist of amateurs, even though this is how crowdsourcing is typically portrayed. Instead, crowds are ‘largely self-selected professionals who opt-in to crowdsourcing arrangements’ (Brabham 2012).

What follows is a brief look at the uses of crowdsourcing in (more or less) investigative journalism.

**The Guardian as Frontrunner**
The Guardian might as well have a chapter of its own in every study about crowdsourcing in journalism. The newspaper has so many examples of successful experiments in collaborative journalism that it is fitting to name a few of them here.

The newspaper’s 2009 efforts in building a searchable database of the expenses of British MPs have often been hailed as a landmark case for crowdsourced journalism. The project began when the Guardian’s rival, the Daily Telegraph, published months’ worth of journalists’ work based on leaked information about Britain’s parliamentary expenses claims. As there was no way the Guardian could match the scoop, it decided to tackle the subject in an unconventional way. The paper uploaded all Britain’s MPs’ expenses claims – 458,832 documents – onto its website for people to go through in a game-like environment. The readers could choose which MP’s receipts to go through and then report their findings in four categories: not interesting/interesting/interesting but known/investigate this!

The project’s developer Simon Willison has said that the cost was one week’s work from a developer and a few hours from others who helped, plus £50 for additional server space. In the first 80 hours around 170,000 documents were reviewed by readers.

Even though all the major misconduct had already been reported by the Telegraph, the Guardian could engage more than 20,000 readers in the effort. The value of the experiment wasn’t so much in finding new interesting cases to report about, but rather about building its reader community.

Willison offered four lessons from the project in a Nieman Lab interview:

1. Your workers are unpaid, so make it fun.
2. Public attention is fickle, so launch immediately.
3. Speed is mandatory, so use a framework.
4. Participation will come in one big burst, so have servers ready.
   (Andersen 2009)
The MPs’ expenses case can be seen as a success in gaining both reader and media attention, increasing the paper’s reputation for innovation in news, and giving reporters time to focus on larger issues rather than sifting through thousands of documents. Nevertheless, it also highlights the importance of verification in crowdsourcing. The Guardian ran a story about an MP claiming expenses for a visit to a tanning salon. It turned out the reviewer had misread the handwriting on the receipt, which did not read ‘tanning’ but ‘training’ (Daniel and Flew 2010). The fact-checking and verification part of crowdsourced investigations features in the case studies and conclusions of this report.

Another interesting example from the Guardian is the Trafigura case, where the paper was forbidden by a court ‘super-injunction’ from publishing a news story – even when there was a question about it in parliament. The paper published a front-page story that it had been prevented from reporting on some proceedings in parliament. The editor-in-chief Alan Rusbridger tweeted about this, and soon the hive mind of the web had found out all about Trafigura’s toxic waste dumping on the shores of Cote d’Ivoire. The files were up on the Wikileaks website for all to see, so the information could be shared quickly.

Ever since the MPs’ expenses project, the Guardian Data Blog has published troves of data sets for readers to explore. Other examples of the use of crowd intelligence from the Guardian include, for example, the reporting of the UK riots in the summer of 2011 and the Jimmy Mubenga case in October 2010. In the latter, journalist Paul Lewis managed to find out details about the death of a deported immigrant from eye witnesses who were on the airplane where he died. He says:

Those witnesses were from all over the world and most of them on oil rigs in the sea beside the African coast in Angola, entirely inaccessible for a face to face meeting. Five years ago we would have never been able to have their accounts. But now there is Facebook and Twitter, and suddenly we can access them and hear what they have to say.

So why does the Guardian have so many successful examples of crowdsourced investigations? One can assume that this has to do with the paper’s famous ‘open journalism’ approach. Alan Rusbridger sees great value in opening up journalistic processes to readers. He calls this ‘mutualisation’ and has drafted a ten-point list about what it is:

1. It encourages participation.
2. It is not an inert, ‘us’ to ‘them’, form of publishing.
3. It encourages others to initiate debate, publish material or make suggestions. We can follow, as well as lead. We can involve others in the pre-publication processes.
4. It helps form communities of joint interest around subjects, issues or individuals.
5. It is open to the web and is part of it. It links to, and collaborates with, other material (including services) on the web.
6. It aggregates and/or curates the work of others.

3 Interview with the author, London, 10 Nov. 2010.
7. It recognises that journalists are not the only voices of authority, expertise and interest.

8. It aspires to achieve, and reflect, diversity as well as promoting shared values.

9. It recognises that publishing can be the beginning of the journalistic process rather than the end.

10. It is transparent and open to challenge – including correction, clarification and addition.4

What makes Alan Rusbridger believe so strongly in audience participation? He told me that active and engaged readers are valuable both in business terms and in editorial terms. He said:

_If you believe that a good part of your readership knows more about a certain subject than you do, and if you can harness that information, then it’s going to be better because you get access to a larger pool of information. It’s richer._5

Rusbridger believes that it would be foolish for a news organisation not to take advantage of new technologies and how they can connect journalists to readers. As for the _Guardian_’s role as the first adopter of open journalism and crowdsourcing experiments, Rusbridger thinks it may have something to do with the paper’s approach to hierarchies.

_Not having a proprietor has probably helped. Our structures here are much flatter and less hierarchical. So we get less hung up on issues of control that I think hobble some newspapers. Some newspapers can’t get into this territory because they’re terrified of challenge and they’re not interested in readers answering their questions. Our relationship has only been with our readers. As editor I’m not particularly interested in control._

Nevertheless, sometimes enthusiasm for new things can go a bit overboard and the result may not be what the journalists had in mind. The _Guardian_ experienced this when they tried to crowdsourse the Pope’s visit to the UK. The newspaper asked for people to report their sightings of Pope Benedict XVI or anything relevant to his visit with a tool called CrowdMap. The crowds did not take this seriously at all. According to CrowdMap, the Pope was seen ‘healing the blind’ in Rotherham, among other things. Also, a ‘Jesus face has appeared in a slice of yellow pepper in Hull’.

**Crowdsourced Verification and Fact-Checking**

Examples of interesting crowdsourced investigations can be found in several countries. In Russia, the opposition newspaper _Novaya Gazeta_ turned to its readers to ask them for help in verifying the claims of civil servants who denied flying on private jets rather than business airlines. Talking Points Memo, a US-based website, had early crowdsourcing success in 2007 by asking readers to send in information about US attorneys being fired in their local areas.

In Finland, from where my second case study comes, crowdsourcing is still rather new and rarely used in traditional newsrooms. Huuhkaja, a media

---

4 [www.guardian.co.uk/sustainability/mutualisation-vision-collaboration-participation-media](http://www.guardian.co.uk/sustainability/mutualisation-vision-collaboration-participation-media).

5 Interview with the author, London, 8 Apr. 2010.
start-up formed around the idea of crowdsourcing was a finalist in the Uutisraivaaja news innovation challenge in 2012 and did a few crowdsourced magazine stories, but is now defunct.

Olivia, a Finnish women’s magazine, involved readers in planning the contents of an issue of the magazine. This strengthened Olivia’s relationship with its already highly engaged community of readers, but was far from easy for the journalists. The method used in Olivia’s experiment goes further than crowdsourcing and is called co-creation. Co-creation as a method seems to be an even bigger challenge for professional journalism than crowdsourcing (Aitamurto 2013).

Andy Carvin of NPR, the US National Public Radio, has become known as a one-man Twitter news wire for the Arab Spring. His use of crowdsourcing has led to the debunking of many myths, hoaxes, and inaccuracies surrounding events in Tunisia, Egypt, and other countries in the area. The most well-known example of Carvin’s work is the case of Amina Arraf, the kidnapped lesbian blogger in Syria, who turned out to be an elaborate internet hoax by an American man living in Scotland. This was revealed by Carvin expressing doubt about Amina’s existence on Twitter and conducting a research into the matter with the help of his followers.6

The latest buzz around crowdsourced reporting happened when a Reddit user compiled a fairly comprehensive report about a shooting in Toronto, and later, when another Reddit user created a timeline assembling the mass shooting in a cinema in Aurora, Colorado. The first user said in a Reddit discussion thread that he was ‘just a guy who thinks mainstream media coverage of almost everything is woefully inadequate’.7

Many hurried to comment that the Reddit example shows that interested amateurs can actually replace traditional newsrooms in reporting breaking news. The Atlantic named Reddit as ‘the latest fact-checker’, when users were fact-checking a presidential debate in real time.8

More examples of early crowdsourced and participatory journalism are highlighted by Muthukumaraswamy (2010).

Crowds don’t Always Play Ball with Newsrooms
There are limitations to the use of crowd intelligence. James Surowiecki, who published his seminal book The Wisdom of Crowds: Why the Many are Smarter than the Few and How Collective Wisdom Shapes Business, Economies, Societies and Nations in 2004, notes that not all crowds are wise. He lists four key criteria for a wise crowd.

DIVERSITY OF OPINION
Each person should have private information even if it is just an eccentric interpretation of the known facts.

INDEPENDENCE
People’s opinions aren’t determined by the opinions of those around them.

DECENTRALISATION
People are able to specialise and draw on local knowledge.

AGGREGATION
Some mechanism exists for turning private judgments into a collective
decision. (2004)

Sometimes the ingredients for successful crowdsourcing just aren’t
there. Federica Cocco, an Italian journalist based in London, talked about a
crowdsourced network analysis project at the International Journalism
Festival 2012 in Perugia, Italy. The French web magazine Owni, which shut
down its operations in December 2012, wanted to create a network analysis
tool that would be open and reliable. They built a collaborative tool called
Influence networks, ‘the six degrees of investigative journalism’. The aim was
to facilitate collaborative investigations that any journalist or citizen could
instigate. As Owni’s Nicolas Kayser-Bril explained in his blog post:

> With Influence Networks, all data is collaboratively validated and managed on
> a machine-readable format. That means that data can be linked with other
> relevant repositories and speak for itself. A search between ‘US government’
> and ‘military contractors’ could reveal who might have a conflict of interest
> when going to war, for instance. Remember in late 2001, when KBR, a
> Halliburton subsidiary, was granted a 10-year contract wherever US troops
> went? A network analysis tool at the time might have made the ties between
> KBR and vice-president Cheney clearer. (Kayser-Bril 2011)

The platform allowed for anyone to add a relationship between people in the
database. This openness turned out to become its problem, even though there
was a built-in vetting system for trusted relationships.

As Cocco – the former editor of Owni’s English-language version
Owni.eu – put it in Perugia, the tool was ‘hijacked by conspiracy theorists’.
The Bilderberg group would come up often in relationships between
politicians, for example. The tool is still available, but not widely used. ‘I still
believe collaborative investigative journalism has a lot of potential, but there’s
room for improvement’, Cocco says.
Case 1: Mutual Investigation Guardian-Style

Embarkment tube station in London, 10 November 2010. Crowds of students fill the station to the brim. They are carrying posters and signs, shouting out slogans such as ‘no ifs, no buts – no education cuts’ and ‘I say Tories – you say scum’.

I am waiting for Paul Lewis, special projects editor at the Guardian, to emerge from the tunnels. We were supposed to meet at the newspaper’s offices in King’s Place but Lewis got assigned to cover the biggest student demonstration of the year. The students, who have come to London from all over Britain to protest against government cuts to further education and an increase of the cap on tuition fees, are about to march past the Houses of Parliament. There are 52,000 of them and they are angry.

Paul Lewis is used to covering demonstrations, in fact he is famous for it. On 1 April 2009, he covered the G20 demo for the Guardian. During this demonstration, a man called Ian Tomlinson was walking towards home after his working day selling the London Evening Standard newspaper. He never got home. He fell to the ground and died. But what few people knew on the day was that Tomlinson was pushed to the ground by a police officer.

While other media believed the official version of events – the police stated that Tomlinson had suffered a heart attack – Paul Lewis used crowdsourcing on Twitter to find out about what really happened to Tomlinson and to prove it unequivocally. He found that a police officer had pushed Tomlinson, who fell to the ground twice and then died.

As a consequence, the pathologist who conducted the first post-mortem examination of Tomlinson was suspended. In November 2009, the Chief Inspector of Constabulary published a 150-page report that recommended a return to a consent-based approach by the police during protests. PC Simon Harwood stood trial on a charge of manslaughter, where he admitted to striking and pushing Mr Tomlinson but said he had not expected him to fall. The jury found him not guilty, but he was dismissed from the Metropolitan Police Service in September 2012 after a disciplinary hearing which found that he acted with gross misconduct.

Paul Lewis was awarded the Bevins Prize for outstanding investigative journalism and Reporter of the Year for his work on the Tomlinson case.

Back to November 2010 and the day of the mass demonstration at Westminster. I follow Paul Lewis as he darts through the crowd shooting video on his iPhone. He texts colleague Adam Gabbatt who is back in the newsroom, busy updating the liveblog about the demonstration. During the course of the day, the liveblog offers updates from the scene via Paul and several sources on Twitter. The blog includes embedded YouTube videos from the scene, including one that shows how a fire extinguisher falls down from the roof of the Conservative party headquarters on Millbank. It crashes down alarmingly close to a police officer. Protesters start chanting ‘stop throwing shit’!

Paul Lewis is already texting with the people on the roof. ‘There were some usual suspects, so I knew them, I did come across some new people,’ he tells me later on the phone.
More to the point is that people who had relevant information knew how to contact us. People are quite savvy. There was a group of people on the roof who drafted a statement and sent that to me via text message. They had seen that my Twitter feed was trending, so if they wanted to get information to be put out on the public domain, where lots of people were following it, it was advantageous for them as well. So it’s not just about us finding people who were there but people who were there finding us.

Later on, the Daily Telegraph and the Daily Mail tried a bit of crowdsourcing from a different angle to find out the names of the students who were on the roof when the fire extinguisher was thrown down. (The 18 year old who threw the fire extinguisher was subsequently sentenced to 32 months in a young offenders institution for violent disorder.)

In Lewis’s view, this attempt was ‘massively unsuccessful’ and for good reason. Many web pages were set up to thwart these efforts and a Facebook page called for people to block the Telegraph’s email address with spam.

What we were doing was reporting from the ground and gaining credibility by doing that. Well chosen requests for assistance can pay dividends. But if you compare it to the Times or the Telegraph or the Mail, they were less of a part of the crowd who were there. They weren’t reporting it, they were not there establishing their reputation among the crowd. Then the next day they go out tweeting help us identify these individuals. Of course that’s not going to work. They are very good at finding people, so they managed as they always do, to find certain individuals. But it was not through Twitter at all.

Giant Jigsaw Puzzle
It took Paul Lewis and the Guardian six days to gather the evidence needed to prove that a police officer had indeed pushed Mr Tomlinson. In a few days, Lewis had twenty reliable witnesses who could be placed on a map to show exactly where they were when Tomlinson fell. Only one of these witnesses was someone whose number Paul Lewis had on his notebook. All the others came to him via Twitter.

Lewis was tweeting throughout the demonstration, disseminating and looking for reliable information. He had joined Twitter only three days earlier, but during the demonstration his Twitter account grew by 400 new followers. His tweets were passed on as retweets by followers and his stories had been shared around the protester communities even before the day of the demonstration.

Lewis thinks that the witnesses wanted to share their information with him because he had been the only journalist who kept writing about the G20 demonstration before, during, and after it happened. He had gained their trust. The 400 new followers were mostly people who were present at the demonstration, so he could reach the right demographic.

But it’s not only who follows you but who you follow. That’s how you find stuff out. But also the reason they came to us was because nobody else was writing stories that were questioning the official version of events. Others were pretty much consistent with the police’s official line.
From the witnesses Lewis received several photographs from the scene. These pictures showed clearly that Tomlinson had collapsed in two different places within 100 yards. What they did not show was exactly what happened before the first fall.

On the sixth day into the investigation the final evidence arrived in Paul Lewis’s email. It was a video clip sent by a businessman in New York who had been to London on a business trip during the G20 meeting. He wasn’t a protestor or even one of the Guardian’s 10 million American online readers. He had just been there out of curiosity, and later on he was following the Guardian’s coverage from his office in New York.

When I finally got his video there was absolutely no doubt that it was real because I had all these other pictures showing Tomlinson in different positions. So it just fitted. The witness came to me as everyone else, having read what we were doing online. In those six days after the events, there was an escalation each day of how many allegations of potential wrongdoing we were airing. By the time he read the story it was pretty much clear we were suspicious with the police’s version of events. As he subsequently put it, he could see that we’ve done everything we could, that we’ve got the witnesses and we’ve got pictures but there was still no investigation. He had this piece of footage, and he knew that it would be the key evidence that we needed.

So how did Lewis verify what the eye witnesses told him? He describes the process as putting together a giant jigsaw puzzle. The last missing piece was the video.

It was amazing – like all these random pictures I had suddenly merged into this video.

Basically it was a painstaking process of piecing together lots of overlapping stories and information that were coming in from all these diverse sources. I would take lots of the witnesses back to where to the location where he died, to literally walk them through what they had seen and when and how. I didn’t tell them about what other testimony I had heard from other people. It was almost like a police investigation.

The story about the death of Ian Tomlinson has gained a lot of traction online as a prime example of a savvy journalist using technology and crowdsourcing to reveal something that might have remained a mystery forever. But Paul Lewis thinks that the crowds would have solved the case even without his involvement. There was a motivated group of people online who were determined to find out the truth.

In April 2012 Lewis spoke about crowdsourcing in investigative journalism at the International Journalism Festival in Perugia, Italy. He pointed out that sometimes people involved with collaborative journalism get carried away.

Are citizen journalists always trustworthy? Of course not. When someone contacts you online, he or she is just an online identity, they could be anybody. Some people with vested interests are becoming very good as posing as someone else. You have to be careful when you make that instant connection. Once that connection is made, then you need to actually meet that
person, or ask them to send you stuff that verifies they are who they say they are. Rules of traditional journalism apply now even more than before.

Still, Paul Lewis is a firm believer in the Guardian’s open approach (see Chapter 2, above). ‘For me it began with the Ian Tomlinson case. Three years on this approach has been embedded in everything we do.’

‘Who ever said money doesn’t make you happy – just look at these people!’ Business journalist Tuomo Pietiläinen points to the photos that accompany his exposé article about stockbrokers’ secret arrangements to make some more money for themselves. The images are from the banks’ own website, to be used freely by the press in stories about the bank.

Osuustoiminnallinen OP-Pohjola perusti avainhenkilölleen holding-yhtiöiden verkoston

Pankkiireille palkkaa osinkoina

Miten pankkiiriyhtöt edistävät yhteishyvää?

Pankkiireille palkkaa osinkoina

Helsingin Sanomat  29th December 2011
The story was a nationwide scoop in Finland. It resulted in one executive losing his job and in the Finnish government reconsidering a proposed bill that would decrease stockmarket transparency. But the story was not a traditional scoop, in the sense that it came from the readers of the newspaper, not the lonely work of an investigative journalist.

**How it All Began**

Esa Mäkinen, who leads the two-person data team in Finland’s biggest newspaper *Helsingin Sanomat*, approached Tuomo Pietiläinen with a question. He wanted to know if Pietiläinen knew of any business-related open data sets that could be used for crowdsourcing and data-driven journalism.

*We quickly learned that a lot of financial data can violate people’s privacy and could therefore not be used for crowdsourcing. So not all data that is available for journalists can be crowdsourced. We can’t violate privacy or put our sources in danger – as in the Wikileaks effect where you just dump everything online. In journalism, you have to always make a decision whether to publish or not after you’ve received the material.*

Pietiläinen recalled a story he had been involved with some 14 years earlier. Back in 1997, he had gone through the data available on bankers’ personal trading. In those days, the data from different trading companies were available from one archive. Now in 2011, the journalists would have to approach every company separately with an information request.

The 1997 story revealed that many stockbrokers were involved in an unethical trading practice called shorting or short selling. This means the selling of securities or other financial instruments and then, almost immediately, repurchasing them at a lower price. According to the rules of the Finnish Association for Securities Dealers, shorting is forbidden. A banker should own a particular stock for one month before selling it on; conversely, he or she shouldn’t sell a stock and then buy the same stock within a month’s time.

‘This rule prevents, among other things, the stockbroker from using client information to his or her own benefit.’

In 1997, one CEO of a securities broker company had to resign due to irregularities. The CEO had been buying and selling securities over the course of only one day. He had used the names of his children for unethical and forbidden trading. *After Helsingin Sanomat* published the shorting scoop, all the traders vowed not to break the rules again.

*So after 14 years we decided to go back and see what the situation was like now and decided to ask for the same information from the fund managers as well. The investigations were also provoked by an initiative for a new bill proposal in the Finnish Government. The bill would decrease the transparency of the stock market, and we wanted to raise discussion about this.*
Why did Pietiläinen and Mäkinen choose these particular data for their crowdsourcing experiment? Pietiläinen sites four motives:

1. Familiarity. Pietiläinen knew the data sets well enough to identify possible problems. He could also compare the data to his previous story 14 years earlier.
2. Subject matter. The data give information about the use of financial power and only that.
3. Open data. The data were public and available and could be made into open data, available for everyone on the web.
4. Importance for society. The newspaper wanted to raise discussions about the proposed bill that would stop these data from being public.

Public, But Not Machine-Readable
According to Finnish legislation, stockmarket trading information is public. However, there are several ways in which the traders can give the data out. ‘My initial mistake was not to consult Esa about the format in which to ask for the data. It should have been machine-readable data, such as xml files. But I got a lot of pdfs and then it was too late to ask for them again.’

One of the stockbrokers, a company called United Bankers refused to give the documents in any electronic format or even on paper. Tuomo Pietiläinen could only go to the UB offices to have a look at the documents.

The following year, 2012, United Bankers was reprimanded by the Finnish stockmarket watchdog, the Financial Supervisory Authority. The company had to pay an administrative fine because of deficiencies in transaction reporting.

After a round of requests to the dealers Helsingin Sanomat received hundreds of pages, both electronically and in print, which they had to scan. The data had to be cleaned, mainly to protect personal information of the brokers such as home addresses and telephone numbers: ‘You have to be careful. It’s not good enough to get your facts straight. You also have to take special care to do things the right way, according to the privacy laws.’

Even though the project was intended to be an experiment in crowdsourcing, the journalists decided to investigate half of the documents themselves before uploading the material online for everyone’s use. Tuomo Pietiläinen explains that this was because he and Esa Mäkinen felt that a news piece about the material beforehand would give the readers a better understanding of what to look for and also make the project more noticeable and interesting. It would also present an opportunity to explain the meaning of crowdsourcing.

They decided to go through half of the documents by hand. Tuomo Pietiläinen had help from a 16-year-old intern, Kalle Heinonen, who found ‘astonishing amounts of short selling’, as Pietiläinen puts it.

One stockbroker’s spouse was a teacher of Finnish language in a primary school. Warrants are highly complex derivatives. Would you believe that she was really trading with 50,000 to 100,000 warrants a day over the course of several months?
The HS team found five brokers whose spouses were supposedly dealing with derivatives. One had used a child’s name. The story was a scoop: altogether 34 brokers had been involved in 46 cases of unethical trading during 2006–11. The piece ran on the front page of *Helsingin Sanomat* on 10 October 2011.

One banker confessed to me that he had been giving advice to his wife who was trading with stock options. He asked me why didn’t the traders’ watchdog find out about this. He thought the watchdog should have prevented him from doing this and therefore the whole thing would have never become public.
Sääntölievennys ei lopettanut meklarien kiellettyjä osakekauppoja

Pankkiirien lyhytkauppa jatkui

Aktian hallitusjäsen kävi laajaa lyhytkauppa

Helsingin Sanomat 10th October 2011
The sheer volume of the data was such that it would have taken journalists several full working days to go through it. Dividing the data across separate folders named after the investment bank in question gave the readers the option of searching for a broker they had an interest in. Under the folders the reader would find a form where they could fill details about their findings, such as name of the stock, selling date, name of the trader, and why the reader thought this trade was significant.

In fact, the form and the files were still available on the website in May 2013 but there have been no new findings since 2011.

The form gathered 50 findings from readers. Pietiläinen says these included findings about short selling and even illegal insider trading, but he was not able to confirm these findings. He believes the readers’ tips confirmed that the first story was accurate, but that was not the main result of the crowdsourcing experiment.

The most important tip came from a reader who was involved in an association that was using a particular stockbroker to invest on their behalf. He wanted to check what his own asset manager was doing, and what he found out was that bankers in the OP Pohjola Group had mysterious holding companies, all of which were named in a similar way: VH-Holding 1, VH-Holding 2, VH-Holding 3, and so on. All thirteen bankers had a holding company of their own. Pietiläinen says:

‘This was a scoop because this shady holding company arrangement was inside the largest Finnish co-operative bank. Co-operative banks don’t normally pay any dividends, but these thirteen bankers had received millions of euros through this arrangement,’

He explains that this complicated system was built also to avoid taxes as the taxation of dividends is lower than that of income. From the Trade Register Pietiläinen found out that the lawyer of OP Pohjola Group had set up the holding companies, which meant that the arrangement was widely known about at the top level of the co-operative bank.

The scoop provoked a public discussion about dividends and OP Pohjola Group put a stop to the arrangement. The story also led to the firing of the bank executive Mikko Koskimies in early 2012. (He received a golden handshake of approximately €200,000.)

After the crowdsourced scoop was published, the Ministry of Finance pulled the proposed bill from parliament for the time being. Pietiläinen believes that this was partly to do with the fact that the newspaper showed that the traders had continued to break the rules. However, the bill still exists and while it is not being discussed in parliament now, Pietiläinen is pretty sure it will come up later, in quieter times.

‘Crowdsourcing is Connecting People’s Brains Together’

In February 2012, Tuomo Pietiläinen received the ‘Snow Shovel’ award for the best investigative story of the year 2011 from the Association of Investigative Journalists in Finland. The Association stated that the crowdsourcing element of the investigation was especially highly valued by the jury.

‘I don’t think crowdsourcing needs to be easy,’ Pietiläinen says. Very often in crowdsourcing, journalists may find that this ‘outsourcing’ of work actually means more work for them, as they have to communicate with more people, check and verify their findings, etc. Tuomo Pietiläinen spent a
long time investigating the reader’s tip about the holding companies, because he had to verify the claims thoroughly. But still, he thinks this method may give higher quality results.

How did the journalists check that the readers giving tips were honest and not, for example, bankers wanting to hurt their competitors?

Well, it was possible, of course. But thinking that in the beginning Esa was disappointed that I didn’t ask for the machine-readable data so that he could make flashy graphics to make it interesting for lots of people to contribute. In the end we consoled ourselves with the thought that actually it was good in this case that the people who looked at the files were people who were knowledgeable of the topic and really interested. After all, we didn’t want mass but quality.

This story was to me an indication of the fact that while crowdsourcing can mean outsourcing of work, in this case it was, more importantly, gaining access to more brain capacity. It’s like a large number of computers would be connected together to gain more processing power. Many brains will more likely find something interesting from a complicated material than just one journalist’s brain – especially as a newspaper journalist has many other daily things to do and he could only interrogate the data on the side. Connecting readers’ brains, that is crowdsourcing.
5. Case 3: Crowdsourcing Investigations

‘Help Me Investigate’ Gives Citizens the Tools to Conduct Investigations

Whereas the first two cases are prime examples of traditional media adopting crowdsourcing as a method of tapping into their readers’ knowledge, the third case approaches crowdsourcing from a different angle, namely the citizen’s point of view. In 2007, Paul Bradshaw – an online journalist, blogger, and journalism teacher – got an idea that would eventually develop into Help Me Investigate, a website that aims to help anyone who wants to investigate questions in the public interest. It would put citizens in the centre, rather than news organisations. The latter party would only be invited to join in the stage when there already was an investigation, and possibly some results.

Journalism, in the traditional sense of the ‘story’ as the outcome of an investigation, would be just a by-product. The collaborative investigation process in itself was intended to become the primary objective. The site’s strapline summed the goal like this: ‘Connect, mobilise, uncover.’

A screen shot of the old Help Me Investigate website, no longer functional

The site has since gone through a reincarnation, and Help Me Investigate focuses on supporting a network of community editors who run HMI sites focused on specific issues. At the moment there are four thematic websites: Help Me Investigate Health, Help Me Investigate Welfare, Help Me Investigate Education, and Help Me Investigate Olympics. There is also a blog that provides readers with general tips on how to run investigations.

During its first 18 months, however, HelpMeInvestigate.com looked rather different. The site was launched in July 2009 with seed funding for its first three months from Channel 4’s 4ip Fund and Screen West Midlands. A part-time staff of two people, a support journalist and a programmer, were recruited for this 12-week ‘proof of concept’ period. Even before the funding came through, HMI was shortlisted for the Knight News Challenge twice. As the initial funding period came to a close, Bradshaw and both funders agreed not to continue the cooperation.

New journalistic operations are always asked the same question about their business model. Help Me Investigate doesn’t have one, because it
doesn’t really need funding. In Bradshaw’s words, running HMI ‘only requires manpower and time’. No one gets paid. It is a non-profit operation.

‘People’s Interests are Local’
The early version of Help Me Investigate invited participants to suggest or start an investigation, invite others to investigate it, and help others with their investigation by collaboration and sharing answers. This was implemented by adding fairly simple game mechanics to the site. Users could see which challenges were accepted and completed. Red challenges in the left-hand column of the screen had just been started, amber ones in the middle had been accepted to be investigated, and green ones in the right column had been completed.

Any user could also see their own development with regards to how many challenges they were involved in and how these challenges were moving on. Game mechanics were used to give the users a sense of achievement and being rewarded.

For legal reasons, casual visitors to the site (and search engines) could only see investigation titles (which were pre-moderated) and, later, the Reports and KnowledgeBase sections of the site (which were written by site staff). Challenges and updates (the results of challenges) – which were only post-moderated – could only be seen by registered users of the site.

A person could only become a user of the site if they were invited by another user. There was also a ‘request an invite’ section on the homepage. Non-UK requests were refused for legal reasons but most other requests were granted. At this stage the objective was not to build a huge user base but to develop a strong culture on the site that would then influence its healthy future development. This was a model based on the successful development of the constructive Seesmic video blogging community. (Bradshaw and Brightwell 2012)

The site started out in Birmingham, where Bradshaw lives, and soon prompted interest in other cities as well. Users asked questions about city council spending in Birmingham, dangerous routes for cyclists in Cardiff, or local newspapers in Bristol, to name a few examples. Not all the investigations led to anything, but those that did had significant impact.

Bradshaw initially thought that perhaps only 1% of questions posted on the site would lead to an actual investigation. The result turned out to be closer to 10%. ‘Part of the point of the site was to provide a platform to ask the questions. Then, if there was no commitment, nothing would happen. That’s the nature of the web.’ Bradshaw points out, however, that a mere percentage of solved tasks is not the whole truth or a sole measure of success.

In The Guardian’s MP’s expenses experiment less than half of all the MP’s documents were looked at. But from an editorial perspective, getting some 27,000 people involved is quite an achievement.

Paul Bradshaw names three highly successful investigations during the early period of HMI.

First, an HMI investigation into a free newspaper to be distributed around London, called The London Weekly, revealed several interesting details about the venture. According to journalist James Ball’s blog post (no longer
available but accessible via the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine), the
non-existent parent company of the paper, Global Publishing Group, was
‘headed by one Agnes A. Theresa – better known as Mother Theresa of
Calcutta’. Bradshaw says:

The paper was claiming to have a certain number of staff, certain circulation,
certain levels of investment and stuff, all of which was being repeated without
being challenged by the media press. A group of people used HMI to look into
these claims and basically found out that they were all false and they couldn’t
possibly have the level of investment they claimed, or the staff. And the
distribution figures were actually copied from the media pack for a Scottish
newspaper.

Another focus he mentions was an investigation into Birmingham City
Council’s plans to build a website. The HMI network discovered that the
Council had spent £2.2 million more than originally budgeted. ‘It turned out
to be a pretty poor website as well. It’s far and away the most expensive local
authority website in the UK,’ Bradshaw says. ‘That story went on and on for
months. It was quite big in the summer but then there was a report into it and
then it became national news.’

The third investigation Bradshaw cites as particularly successful
uncovered the most ticketed streets in Birmingham for parking violations. In
this case, the investigation started out as local but was then repeated across
the country using the HMI platform.

We collected the data in Birmingham first, and then we did it for the 200
councils in the UK who use parking fines as a way to raise revenue. In the
other 200-odd councils it’s done by the police.

We had all the answers ready for when they try and make excuses to
fob us off. That was very effective because when you had a council come back
and say no we can’t comply with your Freedom of Information request because
it’s too expensive or our software doesn’t allow us to do it, we could come
straight back and say well, here’s our standard response to that excuse.

Bradshaw thinks that this ability to collect data, learn from the experience,
and then repeat the whole thing has been one of the most valuable features of
HMI.

There can be a template investigation and many people can just follow the
recipe in many ways to find out the answers in their local area – or the 450
local councils to paint a national picture.

People’s interests are local. If you ask someone in Birmingham whether
they’re interested in what is the worst place in Britain for prescribing
antidepressants, they want to ask that question of their local area. But then
you can scale that up to get a national picture.

As stated earlier, Bradshaw sees ways of measuring HMI’s success in addition
to successful investigations that lead to national headlines. One aspect is the
participants’ personal sense of achievement. For example, at least one person
has launched a business as a consequence of taking part in an investigation.
Others have sent freedom of information (FOI) requests to find out about
things they are interested in. They would likely not have done so without participating.

Bradshaw says he wanted to explore what happens when you step back from the traditional newspaper way of thinking and abandon the need to do a big story that appeals to a large amount of people.

_In the beginning I thought it very interesting to investigate very simple questions that journalists would normally not think worth their time. Very personal, small scale questions. But as time went on, the site took on an identity of its own. If you look at actor network theory, you can see how different actors helped shape the culture of the site. You started to have less and less small scale questions, and more data-based and FOI-based questions. People were less likely to ask those small questions because it didn’t seem to fit. That’s difficult to tackle. I failed to achieve a civic thing like that._

When we started to investigate the councils, they told their employees not to participate in the site. We have to find other ways to connect to those people.

Many of the HMI investigations were run by citizens, without help from professional journalists. (Although there were also professional journalists offering their help. Among these were Heather Brooke, James Ball and Colin Meek.)

But when an investigation got to a point where it might prove to be newsworthy – or when it needed someone to tell the story – Bradshaw would invite a journalist along. Normally, a journalist who was already using the site would be the best choice.

Although numerous meetings were conducted with mainstream news organisations, these invariably failed to lead to anything formal. Journalist Tom Scotney, who was involved in one of the investigations, commented: ‘Get it right and you’re becoming part of an investigative team that’s bigger, more diverse and more skilled than any newsroom could ever be’ – but it was becoming clear that most journalists were not culturally prepared – or had the time – to engage with the site unless there was a story ‘ready made’ for them to use. (Bradshaw and Brightwell 2012)

Sometimes stories uncovered by the teams on the HMI website have been picked up by the national media. These have included the _Guardian_, the _Telegraph_, the _Independent_, _Daily Mail_, and BBC Radio 4. Stories have also run in local news organisations, such as _Birmingham Mail_, _Birmingham Post_, _Ventnor Blog_, _Stoke Sentinel_, and _Caledonian Mercury_.

_Having No Money is a Shelter Against Legal Action_

When I spoke to Paul Bradshaw in March 2011, he had just closed the old HMI website and released its code as open source to be freely developed further. He thought it was time to separate the technological platform from the editorial and community functions. The code could be taken by anyone and improved upon, or if not, the old site would simply die.

In March 2013, Bradshaw tells me that, as far as he knows, no development work has been done with the code. What could have been crowdsourcing of the technology itself has had no impact at all.

This may lead to the conclusion that HMI was all along about very simple ways of collaboration among people who are interested in the same
issues. It doesn’t need fancy technology or a game-like structure to work. The main challenge is to connect these communities of interested people.

The new strategy of HMI focuses in niche communities around certain issues, such as health and education. The community websites are run by community editors, who do not need to have journalistic experience. The work is completely voluntary and unpaid.

*They are following an editorial agenda set by their audience and community, based on questions being sent by users. It’s completely voluntary. The benefits for them are social connections, learning, and answering questions.*

Another reason for separating the technology from the editorial side was to do with legal problems. As the ‘proof of concept’ funding ended, HMI was left without legal insurance. It had to abandon investigations that were not associated with the public sector as they left the site legally more vulnerable.

*The big problem is that if you have any editorial interference or role within a technological platform, it makes you legally vulnerable. But if there is no editorial interference, and the site is there to provide resources and tips for people to investigate, then if someone uses that tool to do something that attracts legal action, it doesn’t bring down all the other people using that tool.*

HMI doesn’t have the resources of a big media operation to back them up in courtrooms. But, as Bradshaw points out, having no money protects HMI in a sense.

*Well, first of all, the fact that they [big media organisations] are commercial operations attracts legal action. If you don’t have any money, that actually stops a lot of people from suing you. That actually was an advantage for HMI and I think it’s a wider advantage for people doing non-professional investigations. On the flipside, big media have the opportunity to fight off legal cases, but we know that those decisions are not taken on grounds of public interest but on commercial grounds. The thinking is: If we spend a million pounds fighting this case, is it going to be worth it in terms of newspaper sales? So you do get investigations that are knocked on the head because they’re not juicy enough to warrant the legal costs.*

In Bradshaw’s view, there are pros and cons on both sides: crowdsourced journalism is stronger because it usually has no financial resources. Therefore non-professionals are not worth suing. Professional news organisations have the essential resources to fight legal action but they also attract it. Bradshaw thinks they are forced to make commercial decisions in terms of what they defend: ‘In a network online if something is attacked legally, then quite often people can find ways of surfacing the content elsewhere. Or collaborating to raise money to defend.’
At the moment, in spring 2013, Help Me Investigate has three aims stated on its websites:

1. Helping people connect to wider networks of investigation that exist across the web.
2. Providing resources and support for users.
3. Providing help in bringing stories to a wider audience.

The new HMI has experienced its biggest success yet, with the globally distributed story about the London 2012 Olympic torch relay. The story was published as a long-form e-book called *8,000 Holes* (Miers and Bradshaw 2012). Paul Bradshaw writes in an email:

> That’s taught me a lot about the characteristics of a successful investigation. But it’s also resulted in a narrowing of the range of the site, and a more traditional type of ‘story’ than was originally intended (i.e. we’ve lost the smaller scale questions we once sought to, and did, answer).

In January 2013, the Birmingham Mail launched the first datablog in the UK’s regional press. The blog, Behind the Numbers, was done in cooperation with Help Me Investigate.

As for the future of HMI, Bradshaw is still working on solving the site’s scalability problem. He is currently introducing more narrowly defined roles, so that people have a clearer idea about what is needed from them and what they may gain themselves.

> There’s a clear process through the site, and it makes it easier to manage. I’m trying to delegate to site editors but also have a handover strategy to others for their exits. I guess I’m learning the benefits of traditional organisational structure!

---

6. Conclusions

Crowdsourcing is still a new tool in journalism. Its main uses are in finding good sources inside a community and harnessing collective intelligence. It also brings more voices into reporting – voices that have not had access to traditional news reports. A study of NPR’s Andy Carvin’s Twitter sources during key periods of the uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt has shown that Carvin put more emphasis on non-elite sources, such as activists (Hermida et al. 2012). Carvin sees Twitter as his ‘crowdsourced newsroom’.

We now have the technology and the tools that make citizen participation and the interaction between journalists and citizens possible. However, there is still a lot to learn in terms of using these tools effectively. In crowdsourcing, journalists can too easily abandon the community who helped with an investigation. Community building – creating ongoing relationships with reader groups – would increase the chances of getting good results with crowdsourcing. People who are knowledgeable about a certain field will likely help a journalist who has done her homework and knows what she’s talking about.

As digital transformation editor at Digital First Media, Steve Buttry said in 2011, it helps to show people that you are working hard and not just placing requests to get off with less work.10

As stated earlier in this report, crowds are often not random groups of people but self-selected experts who choose to take part in the crowdsourcing experiment. It is likely that they will not do so if the task is not well-defined or if it doesn’t seem worth their time. Motivations to take part in crowdsourcing vary from feeling of importance (Ian Tomlinson case, Chapter 3) to exposing wrongdoing (same) to wanting to offer help or expertise (stock trader case, Chapter 4) to passing the time.

What makes a successful crowdsourced investigative project? What are the key elements? There have been several lists by journalists involved in such projects that identify some elements of successful crowd-fuelled investigations and collaborative projects.

Bradshaw and Brightwell identified five key elements in their case study about Help Me Investigate (2012): ‘Alpha users’ (highly active, who drove investigations forward); modularity (the ability to break down a large investigation into smaller discrete elements); publicness (the ability for others to find out about an investigation); feedback (game mechanics and the pleasure of using the site); and diversity.

Journalist and Knight Fellow Wendy Norris lists seven points that made her investigation work:

1. Employ a sense of fun with the request.
2. Make the task discrete and easily accomplished.
3. Explain the purpose as a larger public service.
4. Set a reasonable time frame for task completion.
5. Allow volunteers to overlap tasks as built-in fact-checking.
6. Provide immediate feedback to questions/responses and encourage retweets for additional recruitment.
7. Build public interest in, and anticipation for, the story. (Lavrusik 2010)

---

There are two main strands of crowdsourced journalism: breaking-news events and longer-running investigations. Bradshaw writes in an email: ‘I think it suits long-running stories rather than breaking ones: the torch relay suited that well – it gave us at least 8 weeks of time. We moved on from that to the reorganisation of the health service, and there are similar processes happening in education and welfare.’

Crowdsourcing is a method that is vulnerable to manipulation. It is possible for users to deliberately feed journalists false information, especially in quickly developing breaking-news situations. In an experiment such as the Guardian’s MPs’ expenses a user had the possibility of smearing an MP by alleging misconduct where there wasn’t any. Therefore journalists need to take precautions, identify the risks, and perform rigorous fact-checking.

In a crowdsourced investigation, where users contribute their observations in forms, all information must be thoroughly checked before being used in news reporting. For example, Tuomo Pietiläinen worked for about a month on the trader scoop (as described in Chapter 4) after receiving the crucial reader tip, verifying it and finding evidence to support the claim.

**Five Things to Remember When Crowdsourcing Investigations**

1. **Importance of Motivation**
   As the Guardian’s Simon Willison put it: ‘Your workers are unpaid, so make it fun.’ Sometimes – as in the early version of HMI or the Guardian’s MPs’ expenses – this can be done with rewards similar to game mechanics. Users can see the progress they make and strive for a shared goal.

   Motivations differ from feelings of importance, exposing wrongdoing, a sense of helping, seeking achievement or knowledge, finding contacts, to gaining experience. Identify these motivations early on, and you may find it easier to get people to participate.

2. **Importance of Verification**
   As in all journalism, verification is key to trustworthy reporting. User-generated content and the use of social media in breaking-events reporting makes source verification even more important than before. For news media to be reliable, they should not spread rumours.

   When Paul Lewis of the Guardian tracked down five people who were on the plane with the deportee Jimmy Mubenga and witnessed his death, they were already somewhere in Angola. He asked them to prove they were on the flight by sending a copy of their boarding passes. They were asked additional questions: where were they sitting, what colour were the seats. One person who approached Lewis turned out to be lying; he denied the story. Lewis said at the International Journalism Festival in Italy, April 2012:

   *Technology is enabling things that were previously impossible, that’s very exciting. But lobbyists are becoming very sophisticated. People are setting up identities to have credibility, and someday it will perhaps be impossible for journalists to overcome this.*
Paul Bradshaw sees quality control as the most important element in crowdsourced investigations. 

In fact, that perception [of crowdsourcing lacking verification] says something about traditional journalism itself: an assumption that the default position is simply to channel and comb information rather than verify the sources. You cannot do that in crowdsourcing: otherwise it’s simply a vox pop.

3. Importance of Breaking Down Tasks
Crowdsourcing doesn’t mean outsourcing the whole process of reporting to citizens. In most successful cases, users will perform small parts of the investigation. One can divide a big investigation into many small tasks for people to choose from. For example, in the early version of the Help Me Investigate platform, users could choose from many different tasks, called challenges.

Rather than requiring users to complete identical tasks, the technology splits investigations into different ‘challenges’. Users are invited to tag themselves so that it is easier to locate users with particular expertise (tagged ‘FOI’ or ‘lawyer’ for example) or in a particular location, and many investigations include a challenge to ‘invite an expert’ from a particular area that is not represented in the group of users. (Brightwell and Bradshaw, 2012)

4. Importance of Community Building
Think about why people should help you in your investigation. Do not abandon them afterwards, but let them know what you achieved with their help. Just tweeting something once in a while to a follower list of friends and colleagues is not enough. Find out where the communities are that you want to approach and keep in touch even if you don’t want anything out of them. And when you do want their help, it is crucial to make them feel like they really are an important part of your investigation. Some newsrooms have tried rewarding users in game-like environments. For instance, in the Guardian’s MPs’ expenses, the most industrious reviewers appeared on the website as high-ranking users.

5. Importance of Openness
Crowdsourcing is done out in the open. This notion will be hard to adopt in many newsrooms, as it requires a whole new way of thinking. In most cases, you cannot and should not hide what you already know and what you want to know. Helsingin Sanomat published the first news story about unethical trading before asking readers to find out more. The aim was to attract the interest of potential participants. Paul Bradshaw says:

Obviously it doesn’t suit projects where discretion is needed. It suits projects where you need a large number of eyes on a document set, or a diverse range of expertise, or where the subject does not justify the resources of a traditional news organisation, or where there’s a lot of activity already going on in the independent blogosphere.

Paul Lewis thinks that, whilst new technologies and social media have changed the work of a journalist, the basics are still very much the same.
You talk to people and try to find out information that people don’t want you to know. So that’s the same, but I guess the methodology is different. That has changed quite significantly, because when you are investigating on the internet you have to accept that you’re doing it in an open way. You make your mistakes in the open so at times you’ll be embarrassed. There are certain things you want to keep to yourself and you can’t always.

There are drawbacks to that openness – your competitors will know what you’re interested in. Lewis thinks, however, that the advantages outweigh that.

The new generation of journalists are a lot less concerned of the concept of being scooped on the front page. Online, we are talking about differences in hours and minutes. In that environment, if you’re constantly ahead even if you have people following you, it’s still a great advantage.

Three Common Misperceptions about Crowdsourcing in Journalism

1. It is Not About Random Groups of People
In order to be successful, a crowdsourced investigation needs to be directed to people who are knowledgeable or otherwise in a position to help in a certain topic. People who look through stock market documents will likely be people who have seen such documents before and know how to read them. In breaking-news situations, reporters can approach people who are where the event is taking place. These people may be tweeting and posting YouTube videos, and there are many ways to contact them in addition to making an open call in form of a tweet, Facebook update, or a blog post.

In collaborative investigations, participants have to be interested in the topic in order to be willing to opt in. As Paul Bradshaw puts it: ‘There has to be something connecting and motivating people for them to contribute.’

2. It is Not About Replacing Journalists
Whilst interested crowds have the potential to help sort through vast amounts of data or provide crucial information, the journalist is still needed to tell the story. She puts the pieces together, chooses the story angle, and presents the narrative to the audience. In some cases, a traditional news piece may not be needed, and the story can be told in new means, such as collecting tweets and other information in the same place (with the social curation tool Storify, for instance). Still, it is storytelling and it is reporting. The journalist verifies the facts and puts the events in a larger context.

Granted, sometimes this function is done very well by non-professionals, but it is very rare for them to do this continuously. Citizen journalists and bloggers have covered some breaking news spectacularly, but it is usually because they happened to be in a position to do so. This has been called random acts of journalism.

For example, users of Help Me Investigate have no interest in becoming journalists. ‘Write the story up’ was among the least likely accepted challenges in the early version of HMI.
3. It is Not About Making Others Do Your Job For You
Using crowdsourcing can make a journalist’s job more demanding. In addition to having to verify new types of sources, reporters have to keep in touch with sources in an open dialogue. They have to take special care in doing the necessary groundwork. If a journalist goes to a specialist group of people for help, they are not likely to engage unless the journalist knows what she is talking about. Specialised journalists can gain the trust of engaged followers.

_Final Note: Reliability is our Only Currency_
It is not technology that is changing journalism, but rather a wider move towards transparency and openness. This began with the breaking down of barriers between professional journalists and citizens. Crowdsourcing investigations bring a collaborative dimension into journalism. That is a move more difficult for traditional newsrooms to adopt than making use of new technological tools.

The press should stop seeing the internet – and the business model it broke – as its major problem. The main issue concerning professional media is that a big part of the work done by journalists can also be done by many others. We can be easily replaced. Crowdsourcing is one way of harnessing the very phenomenon that undermines journalists’ position as the gatekeepers and disseminators of news. Journalists have to adopt a new role where they facilitate discussion and filter out the best and most trustworthy sources in the chaotic information ecosystem that is the internet. The future of the profession depends on whether or not journalists can become the reliable, go-to conveyors of news and analysis in the new environment.
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